
 
 

The Art of Lead Management (CRM) 

by Terry Jackson, Training, Marketing and Management Specialist  

Brought to you by Spherexx.com, creator of multi-family Internet marketing tools 
that increase revenues, reduce expenditures and defeat competition. 

 

First things First…Do You Really Need CRM (Lead Management)  Software? 

Start by asking yourself these questions: 

 Am I able to view the actual follow up emails that my leasing team sends out? 
 Am I confident that every lead is being followed up? 
 Is our company brand protected and reinforced in all prospect communications? 
 Do I have the ability to monitor and track performance with all advertisers? 
 Do I know the average response times for lead inquiries? 
 Am I spending major marketing dollars but not seeing an increase in occupancy? 
 Am I running risks with fair housing because of inconsistent correspondence? 

If you feel a little nervous after answering these questions, it’s ok!  
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You know what they say … “the first step in overcoming a problem is admitting that you have one.” 
The good news is you’ve identified the challenge and there are lots of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) tools 
readily available for the multifamily industry, but if you want to maximize performance with your newly appointed lead 
management software, read on! 

Be Prepared for Push Back  

While it’s true that lead management programs simplify the leasing process, they also provide a layer of accountability that 
some leasing and management professionals have not yet grown accustomed to. Think about the last change in policy or 
procedure your company experienced. Did you encounter resistance? Chances are you did and will again when rolling out 
your CRM program. It takes time for people to develop new habits. Prepare for the push back by focusing on the benefits 
they gain from using a lead management program.  

In the multifamily industry we expect more than ever before from our leasing teams and they need every resource available 
we can provide to achieve success. Emphasize what’s in it for them! A good apartment CRM  application helps them to 
shave their follow up time in half, resulting in higher closing ratios, which will ultimately translate into higher commissions 
and money in their bank account! 

It Starts From the Top Down 

Frankly there is nothing that drives me crazier than hearing from a client, “I didn’t even know we had that software.” – 
YIKES!  It equates to ordering new equipment or inventory for the service team but never opening the shipment box or 
letting them know where it’s been delivered. You may be thinking, “That’s ridiculous! We would never do that” and yet, may 
I remind you that our industry’s annual turnover ratio is still at 60%?! Very often when managers or leasing professionals 
arrive at a new property they have so much to get their arms around we neglect to fill them in on all the great resources 
they have available to them. As executive leaders we have to, “Inspect what we expect!”  Review your lead reports daily and 
use them to monitor success and engagement at all levels of management.  

It’s All about the Relationship  
 

Ok, great! I have a CRM program in place so my numbers will instantly sky rocket, right? Although a robust lead 
management program takes much of the guesswork out of many administrative functions performed by the onsite team, 
and allows them to engage with prospects easier and faster than ever before, remember what it can do and what it cannot 
do. It CAN streamline communications, protect your brand, increase closing ratios, and maximize revenue. What it CANNOT 
do is replace the personalized communications all prospects want and deserve. Encourage your leasing teams to use their 
new tool to build relationships and remember… leads are people too! 

Use It or Lose It! 

So as it turns out it’s not enough for me to purchase a Stairmaster or buy the entire 12 disc set of P90X, the latest fitness 
craze… I have to actually use them if I want results. Go figure! ―no pun intended. Managers, the truth is we can deliver 
every tool available to ensure our team’s success but if they don’t use it, we often lose it before taking the time to evaluate 
and examine individual performance and usage.  Before you rollout new apartment CRM  software to your teams, highlight 
the benefits, set expectations, and ensure implementation from executives and onsite teams alike. To Your Success! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

About the Author: Terry Jackson is an Operations/Marketing/Management Specialist and Speaker 
for the multi-family industry.  For more information visit www.traintoretain.com. 

Want to know how your leasing staff is handling Internet leads?  Schedule a 15 minute DEMO for 
ILoveLeasing.com and we will conduct a FREE validated, secret shopping report for up to five of your 
properties. 

CALL 866.491.7500 FOR EXPERT INTERNET MARKETING SERVICES FROM EXPERIENCED REAL 
ESTATE PROFESSIONALS. 
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